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this revelation. The public never quite recovered from its surprise.
Proceeding to attribute to him with justice manifold virtues of the
heart, it overswung itself, and ended with a conception as one-sided
as that with which it had started ; a conception in which patience,
loyalty, and magnanimity bulked so large as almost to overshadow
the astonishing mental endowment which had until then monopolised
its attention.
Yet then, as earlier, the mind was in large part the man ; and as
to the quality of his intellectual equipment all instructed observers
speak with a consentient voice. Gaps of course it had, and dumb
notes. It was not artistically creative : it had no turn for ideology
or system building : was fashioned not to see visions but to handle
urgent practical questions : not to imagine, but to unravel, to
•weigh, to judge, to reason, to act. But the defects of its qualities
serve to point the qualities themselves. It would be wearisome
and otiose to cite the tributes which these last have drawn from the
most diverse quarters during almost every phase of his career. Some
have dwelt for preference on the speed of assimilation, the organising
grasp which took in a rabble of fact and sent it forth an army:
others on the richly stored and faultlessly accurate memory, or the
instinctive mastery of the perfectly placed and chosen word : others
again on the weight and precision of argumentation, or the mobility
•with which the mind's whole muster could be concentrated almost
in an instant and deployed in any direction. When every discount
has been made, the intellect which wielded with such easy command
this varied panoply was a thing of majestic power: within the limita-
tions of its type, and for the purpose to which it was mainly dedi-
cated, as nearly perfect as may well be.
During the last decade of his life his mind was rarelycc extended " ;
there is a visible slackening not so much of its fibre, as of the will to
use it, accounted for in part by the shocks and jars of eight years
of supreme office in circumstances of unexampled strain, and in part
by the numbing blow inflicted by the death of his eldest eon in 1916.
But during the period already surveyed and most of the long years
of his Premiership, his faculties were at their height and earned him.
on effortless wings over one obstacle after another, displaying in
their course ever fresh reserves of power with every call made on
them by an interminable crescendo of alarums and crises.
His true character was obscured for a long time, to all but friends
and colleagues, by an extreme emotional reserve. The public
indeed in the end clothed him generously with certain attributes
which he ttnquestionably possessed : largeness of nature, chivalry^

